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Why theoretical analysis?
How to measure the essential approximation   
capability of a FNN?
When on-line BP converges?
What are N&S conditions for GES of RNNs?
How to distinguish GES from GAS?
Whether there is difference to model a NN in 
terms of internal state and external state?
Concluding remarks

Outline 



A tremendous number of NN models developed

1. Why theoretical analysis?

FNN RNN SOM



understand  the essence of a NN model;

clarify the conditions under which a NN model can be 
safely applied (to extend application domain);

suggest the strategies that should be taken when a NN 
model applied (to speed-up efficiency);

facilitate model or parameter selection;

provide a new start to modify, extend or form new 
models.

1. Why theoretical analysis?



2. How to measure essential approximation      
capability of a FNN?

Many applications             function approximation
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2. How to measure essential approximation       
capability of a FNN?

For research, only consider FNN with 1-hidden layer
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Feasibility (Is it possible to approximate      by a FNN? )

Hornik, Stinchcombe, and White (1989);  G.Cybenko (1989)
Yoshifusa Ito (1991); A.R.Gallant and H.White (1992)

C.K.Chui and X.Li (1992) ;  T.P.Chen (1994)
K.I.Funahashi (1989);  K.Hornik(1989)

Qualitative research: Universal Approximation Theorem (UAT)

2. How to measure the essential approximation   
capability of a FNN?



Quantitative research: to answer
what degree of the FNNs to approximate a certain type of functions?
how precise and fast they approximate?
how the approximation capability of a FNN is related to the topology 
of the networks?

Many authors have established the upper bound estimation of the form:

2. How to measure essential approximation   
capability of a FNN?

Mhaskar, H.N. & Micchelli，C.A.（1992，1993，1996）
Maiorov, V. & Meir, R.S. （1998）
Suzuki Shin,（1998）
Ritter, G.,（1999）
Xu, Z.B & Cao, F.L. (2001）



2. How to measure essential approximation   
capability of a FNN?

Value and Significance:

showing density of FNNs or feasibility of using FNNs to 
approximate the functions   ;

providing a quantitative measurement on how precise 
and how fast the FNNs approximate the functions;

offering a lower bound estimation on the number of 
hidden neurons needed for the FNNs to attain the preset  
precision    .ε



2. How to measure the essential approximation   
capability of a FNN?

Table 1: The typical estimations on Nos. of hidden neurons



2. How to measure essential approximation   
capability of a FNN?

Observation: not enough to characterize a FNN based only on the 
upper bound (UB) estimations,  because

Our idea:  to establish,  besides the UB estimation,  a lower  bound 
(LB) estimation that characterizes the worst approximation 
precision of the FNN, and  when and only when the UB and 
LB estimations are of the same order, the essential order of 
approximation is obtained. 

do not know how tight a given UB estimation 
can not precisely describe the essential approximation order 
of FNNs (the highest approximation accuracy of the FNNs);



can approximate the exponential function arbitrarily well
through affine transformation in both domain and range 
space. 

2. How to measure the essential approximation   
capability of a FNN?

Preparation 1:  Nearly exponential function



1st order

difference:
modulus:

2nd order 

sy-difference:

modulus:

2. How to measure the essential approximation   
capability of a FNN?

Preparation 2:  Modulus of smoothness (                 )



2. How to measure the essential approximation   
capability of a FNN?

Examples:

(that is,  the derivative of  f  is Holder continuous)



2. How to measure the essential approximation   
capability of a FNN?



2. How to measure the essential approximation   
capability of a FNN?

How to read the theorem: 

Statement (i) shows:      an UB estimation of the FNNs

Convergence of FNN with  increases of hidden neurons;

Feasibility of FNNs to approximate      ;

An approximation precision and speed  measure;

The UB estimation is sharper than the existing ones.



2. How to measure the essential approximation   
capability of a FNN?

Statement (ii) shows: a hidden neuron number estimation

at least           hidden neurons are needed  to attain 
the preset approximation precision        .



2. How to measure the essential approximation   
capability of a FNN?

Statement (iii) provides a LB estimation on approximation 
order of the FNN:

the weighted average of the FNN over the number of 
hidden neurons is lower controlled by the 2nd order 
modulus of smoothness of      .



2. How to measure the essential approximation   
capability of a FNN?

Statement (IV) offers  an essential approximation order 
estimation of the FNN:

which can be very directly deduced from 

(i) the 2nd modulus of smoothness of the function essenti-
ally determines the approximation precision and speed of the FNN; 
(ii) for                          , the highest approximation order of the FNN 
can not exceed             .



Significance:
Developed a methodology to estimate the essential order of 
approximation of FNNs through developing simultaneously the UB 
and LB estimations;

Revealed that the approximation precision and speed of the FNNs
depend not only on the number of hidden neurons used, but also on 
the smoothness of the functions to be approximated;

Clarified the essential order of approximation of FNNs for a specific 
class of functions.   

2. How to measure the essential approximation   
capability of a FNN?



Open problems:  

2. How to measure the essential approximation   
capability of a FNN?

P1: How to estimate the number of hidden neurons from a given  sample 
data set directly (rather than from a function)?

P2: Our  theorem has lead to the estimations 

but not the following expected harmony estimation.

There is a gap between                               and ! 
How to eliminate  the gap?



2. How to measure the essential approximation   
capability of a FNN?

Partial solution:
by using Abel's formula, we have already gotten the following  
improvement:



2. How to measure the essential approximation   
capability of a FNN?

Still far from the solution!



3. When on-line BP converges?

FNN Training Problem:

Convergence of FNN training procedure is a prerequisite 
of any successful application of FNNs.



BP training:  using the gradient method with BP schemes.

3. When on-line BP converges?

Batch scheme: updating the 
network's weights after all the 
training examples are 
processed;

On-line scheme: updating 
network's weights immediately 
after a training example is 
processed;

The on-line scheme has been proven to be more useful and 
sometimes be unique choice, especially for large size of training 
data. 



3. When on-line BP converges?

On-line BP procedure



Typical convergence analysis:

Linear case: Z.Luo(1991), P.Sollich and D.Barber(1998)

Nonlinear case (with a probabilistic convergence): T.L.Fine
and SMukherjee (1999) , W.Finnoff (1994), S.H.Oh (1997)

3. When on-line BP converges?

Nonlinear case (with a deterministic convergence): W.Wu, 
and Y.Tian(2004) , W.Wu and Y.S.Xu,(2002), W.Wu and 
Z.Shao,(2003) W.Wu, G.R.Feng, and X.Li(2002), W.Wu, 
G.R.Feng, Z.X.Li, and Y.S.Xu(2005)



3. When on-line BP converges?

Limitations:
some impractical assumptions, like (A3) in Wu’s;
by no means proved convergence of the BP procedure itself.

Typical results:



3. When on-line BP converges?

Assumptions used in Wu’s theorem



3. When on-line BP converges?

Our result:
Assumptions used in our research



Value and significance:
As compared with Wu’s Theorem, our theorem has 

not only concluded the global convergence of the on-
line BP procedure, but also dismissed the impossibly 
tested posterior assumption (A3).

3. When on-line BP converges?

Open problems:
when is the weight sequence bounded?
how about the convergence of the on-line  BP with 
small constant learning rate?
how to further relax the assumptions?



Global stability is a prerequisite of RNNs used as associative 
memories and optimization solvers.

RNNs: 

4. What are N&S conditions for GES of RNNs?

d-RNNs:

c-RNNs:
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4. What are N&S conditions for GES of RNNs?

Two fundamental types of stability:

( ) *( ), (0)

( ) *( ), (0)

nx k x k x R
nx t x t x R

⎧ → →∞ ∀ ∈⎪
⎨
⎪ → →∞ ∀ ∈⎩

*
0α := essential exponential convergence rate (e-ECR)

(GES):

(GAS):
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4. What are N&S conditions for GES of RNNs?

A great number of research results exist:
D. Liu  et.al. (1992), L. Jin et.al. (1994) 
A. Bhaya et.al. (1996), L. Jin and M. M. Gupta (1996)
Maria et.al. (1998),  Z. Feng and A. N. Michel (1999) 
J. Wang and S. Hu (2002), N.E. Barabanov et.al. (2003)
S. Guo and L. Huang (2004), K. C. Tan et.al. (2004)

What are N&S conditions?



4. What are N&S conditions for GES of RNNs?

Classical linear theory: (         , a matrix)T A=

;GES GAS⇔

( ) 1
( ) 0

GES
A
A

ρ
μ
⎧

⇔
<
<⎨

⎩

(for d-RNNs)
(for c-RNNs)



4. What are N&S conditions for GES of RNNs?

How to generalize?
Assumptions used in our approach

Our approach:
to introduce strongly equivalent functionals (SEF) of norm       

:  •
0( , ) : ( )n nF R R R metric like+× → −



4. What are N&S conditions for GES of RNNs?

A
Our approach (cont.):

to generalize norm of linear        to semi-norm of nonlinear  

, defined byT

to extend             to Lip. number               , defined by( )Lip T( )Aρ



4. What are N&S conditions for GES of RNNs?

Our result:



4. What are N&S conditions for GES of RNNs?

(2). ( ) ( )ne ECR R Lip T− =
(1). ( ) 1GES Lip T

Solutions:

⇔ <

(3). ( ) ( '( *))e ECR V T xρ− =

Value and significance:
generalized the classical linear GES theory to nonlinear 
case
can be applied directly to concrete d-RNNs
provided a quantitative measure on the essentially 
fastest convergence rate



4. What are N&S conditions for GES of RNNs?

Open problems:

(P1). How to develop the theorem for continuous 
RNNs?
( can           be defined and applied?)

(P2). Can       be relaxed to       ?  (globalize the   
e- ECR estimation result)

V nR
( )Tμ



5. How to distinguish GES from GAS?

Motivation:
It is much easier to judge GES than GAS
many works have done to extend GAS to GES.   
(Where is the end?)

Theorem (Wang & Xu, 2006). In the setting of 
(B1) and (B2),

( '( *)) 1
( '( *)) 0
T x

GES GAS
T x

ρ
μ

<⎧
⇔ + ⎨ <⎩

(for d-RNNs)
(for c-RNNs)

Our result:



Value and significance:

Provided useful criteria for testing GES through 
applying GAS test methods + calculating one point 
information of x* ;

Provided a direct means to distinguish GES from GAS;

Can be directly applied to RNNs.

5. How to distinguish GES from GAS?



5. How to distinguish GES from GAS?

Example:



6. Concluding remarks

We have focused on solutions to several 
open theoretical problems in NN research and 
we have provided some useful and interesting 
results.

The problems that remain open is much more 
than that have been solved;

A thoughtful theoretical analysis of NNs is 
imperative.  It is  a very strong force that pushes 
forward the advance of  NN research.
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